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Abstract A single crystal of Na2W2O7 (NWO) was grown
by a low-thermal-gradient Czochralski technique (LTG-CZ).
The scintillation properties of the crystal were evaluated for
the first time as a potential material for dark matter search
experiments. The luminescence and scintillation character-
istics of the crystal were studied at room temperature and
low temperatures by using a light-emitting diode (LED) and
a 90Sr beta source. The luminescence and scintillation light
yield at 10 K were significantly higher than those at room
temperature. The crystal showed higher light yield at 10 K
than a CaMoO4 (CMO) crystal. The decay time of the crys-
tal was investigated at temperatures between 10 and 300 K.
The sensitivity to spin-independent weakly interacting mas-
sive particle-nucleon interactions based on 10 kg (2 months)
and 50 kg (12 months) data for the NWO crystal detectors
was estimated by a simulated experiment using the standard
halo model. The luminescence, scintillation, and sensitivity
results revealed that the NWO crystal is a promising candi-
date for a dark matter search experiment in the near future.

1 Introduction

It is now generally accepted in the scientific community that
the majority of the matter in our universe is invisible, exotic,
and nonbaryonic dark matter [1–3]. Weakly Interacting Mas-
sive Particles (WIMPs) are one of the stringent candidates for
the dark matter well motivated by cosmology and supersym-
metric models [4–6]. The WIMPs can be detected directly
[7,8] by measuring the recoil energy from a target nucleus
when the WIMPs collide with the nucleus in a target mate-
rials. Among various experimental results on the WIMPs
search; only DAMA and DAMA/LIBRA are continuously
reporting a significant annual modulation signal by using a
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NaI(Tl) scintillating crystal [9]. But, the modulation signal
given by the DAMA/LIBRA has been a subject of contin-
uing debate because other experiments such as XMASS,
Super-CDMS, LUX, PandaX, XENON, KIMS, CRESST
observed null signals in the regions of the WIMP-nucleon
cross-section and WIMP-mass parameter space favored by
the DAMA/LIBRA observations [10–16]. However, it is pos-
sible to explain all of the direct search experiments’ results
in terms of non-trivial systematic differences in detector
responses and possible modifications of the commonly used
halo model on the galactic distribution of dark matter [17,18].
At the same time, to resolve the puzzling status between the
DAMA and other experiments, it is necessary to use the same
target materials with higher sensitivity for the WIMP interac-
tion. WIMP-Iodine interpretation of the DAMA signal was
ruled out by the same iodine target from the KIMS experi-
ment [15]. However, low mass WIMP-Sodium interaction is
not covered by the same sodium target yet.

To achieve high sensitivity to rare events, detection tech-
niques discriminating extremely rare signals from signif-
icant radioactive backgrounds are necessary. One of the
most promising techniques is a cryogenic phonon scin-
tillation detector (CPSD) technique, which can discrimi-
nate γ /e− backgrounds from nuclear recoil signals [19–21].
CaWO4 was the first crystal used in a cryogenic dark matter
search experiment (CRESST) owing to its high light yield
at low temperature [22]. The Advanced Mo-based Rare pro-
cess Experiment (AMoRE) project has a series of experi-
ments using a CMO scintillating crystal and advanced cryo-
genic techniques to search for rare events such as; neutrino-
less double-beta decay and dark matter [23]. The main back-
ground source in the CMO crystal is 226Ra (from 238U fam-
ily), and purification of a Ca-based compound below accept-
able radioactivity level is a significant challenge due to con-
straints imposed by some calcium chemistry [24]. In this
work, we discuss the luminescence and the scintillation prop-
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erties and expected sensitivity of the NWO crystal. The
advantages of this scintillator are; large crystals can be grown,
the material works successfully at cryogenic temperatures,
the light yield at low temperature (10 K) is higher than that of
CMO crystal although it is very low at room temperature, and
purification techniques for Na and W are already well devel-
oped [9,25,26]. Furthermore, the same sodium target with the
DAMA-NaI experiment will bring less model dependent con-
clusion on the interpretation of WIMP-Sodium interaction of
the DAMA signals. In a future prospect, this crystal with the
CPSD technique has a potential for the WIMP search by val-
idating the annual modulation claim by the DAMA/LIBRA
[9].

2 Material and methods

2.1 Crystal growth

High-quality powders of Na2CO3 and WO3 were used as
starting materials for growing the crystals. The crystal was
grown at Nikolaev Institute of Inorganic Chemistry, Siberian
Branch, Russian Academy of Science, at Novosibirsk, Rus-
sia, using the LTG-CZ technique. A large single crystal of
dimensions ∼35 mm (diameter) × 60 mm (length) along the
[001] direction was produced by this technique; the crystal
growth process is described in Ref. [27]. The crystal struc-
ture is orthorhombic with space group Cmca and consists of
chains of WO6−

6 octahedra and WO2−
4 tetrahedra [28]. Fig-

ure 1 shows photographs of the grown crystal and the samples
of NWO and CMO measured in this work.

Fig. 1 Photographic views of grown NWO crystal and measured sam-
ples of NWO and CMO crystals

2.2 Instrumentation for test setup

Transmittance spectra were recorded by using a V-650 spec-
trophotometer (Jasco). Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram
of the experimental setup for characterization of the crystals.
A 10 × 10 × 10 mm3 sample was placed inside the cryostat.
There was one optical window outside the cryostat chamber
to allow a light from a light-emitting diode (LED) to stim-
ulate the crystal. The light from the LED was guided by a
hollow Teflon tube. The crystal was excited by a 280-nm-
wavelength LED source, and the power for the LED was
supplied by a function generator. A thermal grease (Apiezon
Products, M&I Materials Ltd.) was used to couple the crys-
tal to a cold finger. Three sides of the crystal were wrapped
with a 250-µm-thick Teflon sheet as a light reflector. The
luminescence light from the crystal sample was sent to a
photomultiplier tube (PMT, XP2260, Photonis) or a con-
vex lens waveguide through a quartz light guide for decay
time or luminescence spectrum measurement, respectively.
The signal from the PMT was sent to a 600-MHz-bandwidth
oscilloscope (LeCroy WaveRunner 64Xi-A) for decay time
analysis, whereas the signal from waveguide was sent to a
spectrometer (QE65000, Ocean Optics) and a computer for
emission spectrum analysis.

The scintillation properties of the crystals were measured
by a single-photon-counting technique using a 90Sr beta
source as the excitation source. Two layers of 250-µm-thick
Teflon sheets were used as the light reflector on four sides of
the crystal (except the top and bottom). The source was fully
attached to one side of the crystal by the Teflon sheet. An
R7400U-20 (Hamamatsu multi-alkali) PMT was optically
coupled to a quartz light guide using optical grease (EJ-550
Optical Grade Silicone Grease). The signal from the PMT
was sent to a preamplifier having a gain of 50 times and then to
a flash analog-to-digital converter (NOTICE KOREA) [29].

Fig. 2 A Schematic diagram of the low temperature setup for lumi-
nescence decay time and light yield measurement
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Fig. 3 Transmittance spectrum of a NWO crystal with thickness of 10
mm. Inset figure shows the energy band gap calculation of the crystal

2.3 Ultraviolet-visible to near-infrared spectral analysis

Figure 3 shows the transmittance spectrum of the grown crys-
tal at room temperature. The total transmittance is almost flat
(∼84%) in the visible to near-infrared region (320–900) nm
considering without surface reflection. Because of the funda-
mental absorption characteristics of the NWO crystal, it has
a wavelength cutoff in the 320 nm region. A relation between
the optical absorption coefficient (α) and the optical band gap
is expressed to calculate the energy band gap of the crystal
by using the following relation [30],

α(ν) = A
(hν − Eg)

n

hν
(1)

where, n = 2 for indirect transition, A is a normalization
constant, h is Panck’s constant and ν is frequency. By using
the above equation, and plotting (αhν)1/2 Vs photon energy
(hν), the optical energy band gap (Eg) for indirect transition
was calculated by extrapolating the linear region of the curve
to the x-axis as shown in the inset of Fig. 3. The indirect
energy gap is found to be ∼3.80 eV.

2.4 Luminescence properties

The temperature-dependent luminescence light yield and
decay time are studied to investigate the scintillation pro-
cess in the material. NWO crystals as a detector material
must exhibit several low-temperature characteristics. Among
them, the luminescence properties are the most important
[31]. Using an LED excitation source, the temperature depen-
dent luminescence properties of the crystal are studied at
temperatures from 300 to 10 K, and the results are shown in
Fig. 4. At room temperature, weak luminescence is observed

Fig. 4 Luminescence spectra of a NWO crystal at different tempera-
tures

Fig. 5 Luminescence decay curves of a NWO crystal at different tem-
peratures; inset shows a single exponential fit to the data at room tem-
perature

between 340 and 790 nm, with a peak at 515 nm. When the
crystal is cooled to 10 K, the emission intensity increases by
∼20 times, in the range of 320 to 915 nm and a peak appears
at 520 nm. The luminescence emission of the NWO crystal
at 520 nm is attributed to the WO6−

6 octahedral group [28].
The luminescence decay times at different temperatures

are shown in Fig. 5. At high temperatures, the decay con-
stant is well fitted with a single exponential; however, at low
temperatures (<50 K), it is fitted with two exponentials. The
inset of Fig. 5 shows a decay curve at room temperature fitted
by a single exponential. A fast decay time constant of ∼3µs
is observed at room temperature, and the decay constant is
94µs at 10 K. Figure 6 shows the temperature dependence
decay time from room temperatures (300 K) to 10 K. The
decay time steeply rises in between 300 and 200 K. From
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Fig. 6 Decay constants of a NWO crystal as a function of temperature

Fig. 7 Luminescence light yields comparison of NWO and CMO crys-
tal at different temperatures, using a 280-nm-wavelength LED excita-
tion source

200 to 30 K, however, the decay profile is constant. Another
rise in the decay time constant is observed as the temperature
decreases from 30 to 10 K. Overall, the observed decay time
constant increases by a factor of ∼31 from 300 to 10 K.

The total intensities of NWO and CMO crystals were mea-
sured under the same conditions at different temperatures,
which is shown in Fig. 7. The reference CMO crystal was
supplied by the Institute for Materials (Lviv, Ukraine); it is
denoted as CMO-4 and has the highest light yield among the
CMO crystals reported in Ref. [32]. In Fig. 7, a total sys-
tematic error of 7% was added to account for the angle and
position dependence of the crystal. The temperature depen-
dence of the luminescence light yield of the CMO crystal is
similar to the result reported in Ref. [33]. As shown in Fig. 7,

the luminescence light yield of NWO crystal was lower than
that of CMO at above ∼250 K. However, as the temperature
decreased further to 10 K, the light yield of NWO increased
significantly and exceeded that of CMO. The low light yield
at high temperature might be due to a thermal quenching
effect, in which the emission intensity decreases because of
the higher probability of nonradiative transitions at high tem-
perature [34]. The luminescence light yield of the NWO crys-
tal increased by a factor of 24 as the temperature decreased
from 300 to 10 K and was 114% of that of the CMO crystal
at 10 K.

2.5 Scintillation properties

The scintillation properties of the crystal were studied by
a single-photon-counting technique based on the record-
ing of individual photons from scintillation events. This is
especially useful for slow scintillation process elements to
avoid pileup problems. Figure 8 compares the temperature-
dependent scintillation light yields of the NWO and CMO
crystals. The scintillation light yield pattern of the CMO crys-
tal matches the result in Ref. [35] well. At high temperature
(250–300 K), the light yield of the NWO crystal is lower
than that of CMO; at room temperature, it is 26% of that
of the CMO crystal. The low light yield at high temperature
might be due to a thermal quenching effect. Below 250 K,
the light yield increases significantly and becomes higher
than that of the CMO crystal. The maximum light yield is
achieved at 150 K, but further cooling to 50 K decreases the
light yield. The decrease in the light yield in this temper-
ature region might be due to traps in the crystal because
of impurities or crystal defects. Under further cooling from
50 to 10 K, the light yield increases again, and at 10 K it
is 13 times that at 300 K. At 10 K, the scintillation light

Fig. 8 Temperature dependent scintillation light yield comparison of
NWO and CMO crystals using 90Sr beta source as the excitation source
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Fig. 9 Emission spectra of NWO and CMO at 10 K along with QE
spectrum of the PMT

yield of the NWO crystal is 107% of that of the CMO
crystal. It can be easily increased in the future by improv-
ing the crystal quality and optimizing the post growth heat
treatment. Owing to improvements in the quality of crys-
tals grown by various companies, the light yield of CMO
crystals increased by ∼20% [32]. In addition, annealing can
modify the defects in the crystals and change their scintil-
lation and luminescence properties noticeably. After anneal-
ing treatments under different environmental conditions, the
light yields of the tungstate crystals PbWO4 [36], ZnWO4

[37], and CaWO4 [38,39] increased significantly (up to 50%
for CaWO4).

Figure 9 shows the emission spectra of the CMO and NWO
crystals at 10 K and the quantum efficiency (QE) spectrum
of the R7400U-20 (Hamamatsu) PMT. The emission peaks
of the NWO and CMO crystals appear at 520 and 540 nm,
respectively. Because the emission peaks of the measured
samples are not in the same range, the emission-weighted
quantum efficiency (EMQE) values of the PMT for NWO
and CMO were calculated from the emission spectra of the
crystals at 10 K and the QE spectrum of PMT according to
the following equation (2) [40].

EMQE =
∫
QE(λ)Em(λ)d(λ)
∫
Em(λ)d(λ)

(2)

where, QE(λ) and Em(λ) are the QE and emission probability
of the crystal, respectively, as a function of wavelength. The
EMQE values of the PMT for NWO and CMO were found
to be 16.45% and 16.22%, respectively.

3 Predicted sensitivity of Na2W2O7 crystal

To test the feasibility of NWO crystals for low mass WIMP
search, we estimate the sensitivity of the WIMP-nucleon

spin-independent interaction, with assumptions on detec-
tor performance, background reduction, and exposure. The
calculated limits are compared with recent results from
direct detection experiments. We model the signal on the
spin-independent WIMP-nucleon interaction in NWO crys-
tal detectors as a function of recoil energy, which was esti-
mated in the context of the standard halo model [41]. Specif-
ically, a Maxwellian velocity distribution was assumed for
dark matter with the WIMP characteristic velocity v0 of
230 km/s, mean earth velocity VE of 232 km/s, local galactic
escape velocity Vesc of 544 km/s, and dark matter density ρD

of 0.3 GeV/cm3 [42–44].
Since we have not developed low temperature detector

with NWO crystals yet, experimental parameters are unavail-
able. We therefore make assumptions on detector perfor-
mance based on the recent development of a similar type
of detector with CaWO4 crystal for the CRESST experiment
[16,45–47]. A low energy threshold of 0.3 keV with a 300
g detector module has been achieved with 0.09 ± 0.01 keV
energy resolution at 2.6 keV [16,45]. Considering the suffi-
ciently high light yield of the crystal at low temperature, we
assume a similar level of β and γ leakage into the acceptance
region from Ref. [45–47], which are nearly 10% at (0.5–1)
keV, 1% at (1–3) keV, and 0.1% above 3 keV. Energy resolu-
tion is assumed to be 0.1 keV in the low energy region. We
consider a two step experimental approach with proper devel-
opments of low-temperature detector [48] and active back-
ground reduction of the detectors, which are actively ongo-
ing in South Korea [49,50]. At first phase, we consider 10 kg
detectors corresponding to 20–30 detector modules with 1
counts/keV/kg/day background, 600 kg days exposure time,
and 1 keV energy threshold. Further development for next
phase can be realized with 50 kg detectors corresponding to
100–150 detector modules with 0.1 counts/keV/kg/day back-
ground, 18,250 kg days exposure, and 0.5 keV energy thresh-
old. Table 1 shows a summary of assumed parameter for
two different phases of experiments along with the parame-
ters measured by the CRESST experiment. In both cases, a
flat background and a step-like energy threshold is assumed.
The result of the calculated sensitivity on the WIMP-nucleon
spin-independent cross section is shown in Fig. 10, which is
compared with the results of CRESST 2016 [51], LUX 2017
[52], XENON1T 2017 [14], and CDMSlite 2016 [53].

4 Conclusion

The scintillation as well as luminescence properties of a
NWO crystal were studied at room and cryogenic temper-
atures by using an LED and a 90Sr beta source. The emission
spectrum of the sample under an LED (280 nm) irradiation
at 10 K showed the maximum intensity. The luminescence
decay time was 3µs at 300 K and 94µs at 10 K, which is
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Table 1 Summary table of assumed parameters for two different phase of experiment, which is compared with CRESST parameter

Experiment Crystal Crystal mass
(g)

Total mass
(kg)

Exposure
time (kg days)

Energy
threshold (keV)

Background
(counts/keV/kg/day)

Phase-1 Na2W2O7 300 10 600 1 1

Phase-2 Na2W2O7 300 50 18250 0.5 0.1

CRESST-II Phase 2 CaWO4 300 5 29 0.3 3.51 [16,45]

CRESST-III Phase 1 CaWO4 24 0.25 50 0.1 3.44 [47,51]
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Fig. 10 Expected 90% confidence level limits on the WIMP-nucleon
spin-independent (SI) cross section with NWO crystals are pre-
sented. Thin red solid line represents a case of 10 kg NWO crys-
tal, 1 counts/keV/kg/day background, and 1 keV energy threshold
and thick red solid line corresponds to a case of 50 kg crystal, 0.1
counts/keV/kg/day background, and 0.5 keV energy threshold

about 31 times. At 10 K, the luminescence and scintillation
light yield of the crystal was 114% and 107% respectively
as compared to that of a CMO crystal. The light yield of
the crystal can be increased easily in future by improving
the crystal quality and optimizing the annealing conditions.
The projected sensitivity plots obtained for 10 and 50 kg of
NWO crystals show significant results at low energy (10 to 1
GeV) compared to those of other experimental groups results.
Because of the high light yield at low temperature and a good
sensitivity to the low-mass WIMP signal; this crystal will be
a promising scintillator for dark matter searches at cryogenic
temperatures.
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